
7.2 – TRANSCRIPTION AND GENE EXPRESSION 

TRANSCRPTION 

 In the nucleus  

 Reads a DNA gene to make complementary mRNA  

 By RNA polymerase  

 

Transcription has three main stages: 
 

1. Initiation  

 RNA polymerase binds to a promoter region at the start of the gene  

o Unwinds the DNA 

o Separates the strands of DNA, breaking the H-bonds  
. 

2. Elongation  

 RNA polymerase reads one strand of DNA and adds RNA nucleotides  

o RNA polymerase reads the antisense strand of DNA 

o Forming an mRNA strand 

o Works in the 5’ to 3’ direction of the new strand 

o Uses complementary base pairing  

A → U 

C → G 

G → C 

T → A 

o Forms covalent bonds between nucleotides in the RNA strand 
. 

3. Termination 

 RNA polymerase reaches the terminator region at the end of the gene 

 Completed mRNA is released  

 RNA polymerase detaches from DNA  

 DNA winds back shut 

 

 Completed mRNA leaves nucleus and goes to cytoplasm for translation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Post-transcription modification of mRNA  

   Completed mRNA leaves nucleus and goes to cytoplasm for translation  

o Called pre-mRNA 
. 

   Before translation, the mRNA can edited  

o Allows the same gene to code for many proteins  
. 

   Mature mRNA does not contain introns (they are spliced out)  

o Introns do not code for protein  

 Are removed  

o Exons (are exciting) code for proteins  

 Are kept  

 

 

 
. 

. 
  The exons can be rearranged to make different proteins  
. 

 



FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSCRIPTION 

 Some proteins can affect the amount of gene expression  
. 

o Transcription factors are proteins that bind to the promoter region on DNA and 

helps RNA polymerase attached 

 They are needed for transcription to happen  
. 

o Regulatory proteins can also attach to the promoter  

 Decreases or increase transcription depending on the protein 

 (silencers or enhancers) 
. 

   DNA nucleosomes have “tails” that can be wrapped more tightly/loosely  

o Methylation = Tighter so less transcription  

o Acetylation = Looser so more transcription  
. 

   Methylation patterns in DNA can be examined to predict gene expression  

 

 

 

Epigenetics is the study of how the environment changes gene expression  

   Gene expression can be affected by:  

o Parents  

o Age  

o Environment 

o Example: sunlight increases melanin production = tanning 


